IS DENNIS LEE A SCAMSTER AS SOME CLAIM?
Certainly there are those on the internet who would have you believe that Dennis Lee is
a con man. They also make statements that Dennis Lee wants you to believe there is some big
conspiracy to stop him from revolutionizing the energy field, as if big business doing that should
be hard to believe. If you do not believe that big business would use any means possible to
keep someone from putting them out of the trillion dollar polluting business, then this essay will
be a waste of your time. Do not bother reading further, just go ahead and conclude whatever
you wish about Dennis Lee. If you know that there are self interest groups who would stop at
NOTHING to prevent an energy revolution, then it is probably not even necessary to read this.
For those who are between those two positions, this essay will, as briefly as possible, try to give
you something to think about.
LET’S FIRST ADDRESS THE LEGAL STRUGGLES...
Mr. Lee has been arrested dozens of times. He spent, in total, a year of his life in jail
awaiting trials, but has never had a trial. Usually the case is dropped before trial. He has been
convicted of a crime (in the entire 20 year history of the UCSA dealership network) ONCE in a
plea bargain where the prosecutor (A LITTLE OVER A YEAR AND A HALF AGO) gave up
the chance of putting Mr. Lee in prison for 9 years for his agreeing not to do business with any
resident of Kentucky for two years. How strong do you think that prosecutor’s case was to
trade so much for so little? How badly did the State of Kentucky want Mr. Lee not to do
business in Kentucky? That conviction was for failing to register to sell a business opportunity in
Kentucky, even though none was sold there. California State had tried to get the same
conviction over a dozen years earlier in 1988. They also tried for criminal Fraud. They ended up
dismissing all criminal code charges, and agreeing to let the higher courts decide to convict or
free Dennis Lee. In outright violation of that agreement, all of the higher courts refused to rule
one way or the other and that somehow (although it did not legally convict Dennis Lee) landed
Dennis Lee in a California prison for two years. The action went before the US Supreme Court
where, in a precedent setting case, they did something they had never done before or since. The
US Supreme Court (months after it was too late for California to respond to Mr. Lee’s petition)
actually ORDERED the State of California to object to the suit. You can see that historic letter
with your own eyes as an exhibit in Mr. Lee’s book, “The Alternative”. Then the highest court in
the land declined to review the case because there was a difference of opinion (that they had
promoted.) They could not take their precious time to prevent a kidnapping of a citizen in
California.
There is an association called the NAAG (National Association of Attorney’s General.)
They have a periodic hotline, and Dennis Lee has been the topic for the day on more than one
occasion. There was sworn testimony in the Kentucky case that Dennis Lee had been the
subject of at least one full two hour hotline conversation of the NAAG. The question was “How
can we work together to stop him?” One third of all the Attorney’s General in the United States

have brought some sort of action against Dennis Lee. It is always based upon CONSUMER
protection, although there is never a victim or a complaint involved in any of these actions. The
State of Vermont recently got a summary judgement because Mr. Lee would not give them
discovery to prove his products are good, because the court refused to make them agree they
would not share the information with other Attorney Generals outside of their state or try to
destroy Mr. Lee’s business relationships with his suppliers. For that reason there was no trial,
and the court awarded them a summary judgement that is currently being appealed to the higher
courts in Vermont. The award was for $60,000 as a consumer protection issue. To this day, not
ONE product of Mr. Lee or his business has EVER been sold in the State of Vermont. What
were they trying to protect consumers from? At the same time that Vermont brought their case,
Maine, Washington State, and Alaska brought the same case. There were no complaints or
victims in any of these cases, and the paperwork in each state was copied from each other.
That was very fortunate for Mr. Lee, because they all absent-mindedly brought the case
against Mr. Lee and failed to bring it against the companies... OOPS! When you copy someone
make sure they have it right! The first one was Washington State. They did the little Summary
Judgement thing and got their court to give them the judgement without a trial because Dennis
Lee was not cooperating in giving them Discovery (whatever they asked for) even though all
Mr. Lee ever asked for was to have the information be protected and not widely distributed to
AGs in other states. So, Washington State got around $80,000 awarded, even though their
were never any complaints from even one Washington State consumer. There was a summary
judgement hearing with no notice to Dennis Lee, although a secretary said she MAILED it.
Then they sent notice of their victory to Dennis Lee’s lawyer who was undergoing surgery at the
time It took months for her to heal and she did not even know they had gotten a Summary
Judgement, so we lost our chance to appeal by the time she came back to work. Believe it or
not, we could not get an extension from the higher court. They tried to collect from the
companies and they soon discovered their error. They had no action against the companies. No
problem, surely Dennis Lee (con man extraordinaire) has lots of assets. Wrong again! Dennis
Lee owns NOTHING (not even a home) except a five year old car that was just paid off. He
has no TRUSTS, OFF SHORE ACCOUNTS, or anything like that, either. Dennis Lee is
personally broke! He paid both himself and his wife $500 a week while the kids were at home
and now he and his wife live on one $500 payday. There is not even a bank account. Much less
a savings account. No wonder Dennis and Alison have contractually pledged 100% of the
profits from the project to the body of Christ. This is a very unique way for a money hungry con
man to operate. They are not about money. So, all the states who copied each other (including
the process of getting a Summary Judgement) have the same problem now. What a shame. If
they win the case and all the appeals they still get nothing. Maine settled early for $5,000 and
the absolute agreement that we will not allow anyone in Maine to have a free electricity
machine... EVEN WHEN IT IS PROVEN TO WORK! Let’s hope the Maine AG has no
political aspirations if this project does succeed. The Idaho AG stepped into the same trap
Maine did. That could be a real career breaker when we tell the residents there that they cannot
have what has just been proven nationwide because their AG refused to let them be included.

Of course they could get rid of the people involved in that decision, apologize and make nice,
and we might reverse our position and let them have non polluting energy.
Oregon State was the only one who did it right. But, the problem there was that they
put a judge on the case who hated Mr. Lee. In court it became obvious that was the case, and
the conviction he gave Mr. Lee was over turned on appeal. When they reopened the case the
judge was recused. They just did not have the heart to get back into it and settled for $500 a
week with NO admission of guilt on Mr. Lee’s part and no real restrictions on the companies,
as did Washington State. You will hear in the internet that there is an action in Tennessee, New
Mexico, Arizona, and probably a few other states are listed. The big claim is that New Mexico
got a “Restraining Order” against Mr. Lee, by Golly (as did Arizona.) Of course this is a
deliberate misrepresentation to deceive you! It is actually fraudulent. If we did that, we actually
could go to jail, but it’s ok for law enforcement to twist the truth as long as they are trying to get
a “bad guy” off the streets. The “Restraining Order” was a “TEMPORARY Restraining
Order.” They left that one word out. It was issued in 2001 when Mr. Lee was bringing his show
to New Mexico. He sold nothing at his show, but the AG got a judge to TEMPORARILY
restrain him from SELLING ANYTHING AT THE SHOW. In other words, in 2001, when
the show was over, the “Restraining Order” was also over. The same thing happened in Arizona
and Mississippi on that same tour. These guys forget to mention that it was only
TEMPORARY and that it kept Dennis Lee from doing something he had no intentions of
doing anyway. It sure makes good press, though. Tennessee got a lick in during the 1999 tour.
They brought a charge of violating the securities statutes. It got resolved in a settlement in which
there was no admission of guilt, and Dennis Lee agreed to continue not violating the securities
statutes in Tennessee. Dennis Lee was under the impression that no one was allowed to violate
the statutes, so what did the Tennessee AG really get? THE IMPRESSION THAT
SOMETHING HAPPENED THERE AND THAT CONSUMERS WERE PROTECTED. If
you doubt any of this just have your illustrious Attorney General give you a copy of his or her
file, and see it for yourself.
Welcome to Consumer Protection in America! In all the legal battles that Dennis Lee
has fought, it has cost our side close to a million dollars to have defended against
VICTIMLESS charges. It also is the basis for all sort of loss of credibility and, thus, public
support for a project that is in the interest of the very public that is being deceived. God only
knows what it has cost the citizens of these states, but it has not been cheap. Right now, all
these champions of Consumer Protection have set themselves up to collect less than $50,000 in
total fines (even with the one sided courts on their side.) These consumer advocate traitors have
unlimited funds (taxpayer money) with which to abuse the very businesses that are actually
looking out for the interests of the consumer. In truth they are really looking out for the big
businesses who get them elected. Why would any of these people be bragging about their run
ins with Dennis Lee? Why would this track record be misrepresented to make Dennis Lee look
like a man who is a vicious law breaker? When the truth is known which party (or parties)
should be ashamed? Are the American people expected to be so stupid that they think all the
law enforcement agencies of this country are unable to convict a man who is anything like what

the critics want you to believe Dennis Lee is? How incompetent do you believe these officials
are? The problem is, there is nothing to prosecute. They have searched hard for decades to find
something, and violated much of the justice system themselves in the process. Dennis Lee’s
track record with the law should be considered an endorsement. It is obvious that the law is
being used to keep this free electricity technology from getting to the people. And, they are
using the People’s money to do it. One AG actually put it in writing. He wrote a fellow law
enforcement agency (thinking we would never see the letter) that “Dennis Lee is very hard to
pursue. He is the worst kind of criminal. He tip toes on the line of breaking the law, but, since he
never goes over it and actually breaks the law, we had to pursue him in another manner.” You
can see that letter also as an exhibit in the book, “The Alternative.” You’d think that a criminal
would at least have the decency to break the law, wouldn’t you? It’s easy to misrepresent the
facts and give a false impression. Especially when the hearer cannot take the time to discover
the truth. If truth is important to you, I think it is time for you to discover how these traitors
operate. There is more at stake than whether or not Dennis Lee is a con man. If they do this to
stop Lee from giving us what they all say they want (a clean environment, energy independence,
low cost energy) what else are these traitors, with the trust of the public, abusing their privilege
to keep from the people?
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS BELONGS TO ITS OWNER(S)...
This is betrayal of trust of the first order. People believe the press is a safe guard, while
it is really a protection for big business. In this whole time, Dennis Lee has been called a con
man, liar, fraud, scamster, religious nut, and everything but a patriot by the secular press. He has
never heard or read a story about himself or the project that told the truth. Dennis says that he
is glad not to be endorsed by secular media and, that, if they ever do report the truth about him
in a favorable light he will demand a retraction. A man of God does not seek to be loved by the
world. Of course they use the fact that he was in prison and is being hunted by the AGs as their
foundation for their fraudulent stories. They also NEVER tell the whole story. The hard
questions never get asked, like, how does a man on a million dollar bail for fraud get released
on his own recognizance even before there is a trial? Why did no one report it when he proved
in a court of law that he could make free electricity and the judge dropped all the criminal
charges? Why did the US Supreme Court order the State of California to object to his suit after
California had chosen to default? Why are none of them interested in the story about the waste
of taxpayer’s money for State AGs to pursue nothing? Why has no media ever covered the fact
that thousands of technical people measured the technology on stage in public demonstrations in
which Dennis Lee in national publications invited anyone to come and measure for themselves?
Why has the media never shown footage of running an engine with no exhaust... or on pickle
juice, pepsi, coke, and all sorts of liquids? Why did none of the media ever have a technical
expert go to one of the shows and measure the equipment? Why do they always interview an
expert who did not go and measure the performance of the devices? Why do they selectively
only show carefully edited excerpts from the shows that make Dennis Lee sound like a religious
nut and never show any of the demonstrations that prove the people are being lied to by the
energy businesses? Why doesn’t the whole national media (or any competitor) pick up on it

when one show like Good Morning America does an expose? Why have none of the talk show
hosts wanted to interview such a controversial figure? Why has no magazine like Popular
science or Mechanics Illustrated ever been willing to do a story? How come the media never
tells anyone that Mr. Lee has contractually obligated himself to give ALL the profits ever made
from the project to the church?
The primary modus operandi of the media is not to give Dennis too much press,
because all press is, in a sense, good. Most of the slander has been done on a local level and,
always just before he is scheduled to do a show in town. The idea is to destroy the turn out and
cost us lots of money for nothing. Usually a Sheriff or AG will come on the evening news a few
nights in a row before the scheduled show. The Sheriff will be telling everyone that Dennis Lee
is a bad guy and for them NOT to go to the show. Dennis Lee is a convicted felon and a
known scamster. Who knows why people fall for this. Then the Sheriff does not even come to
the show to arrest Dennis, because he knows Dennis will be doing nothing wrong. Or an
“expert” Physics professor from the local college will come on the news and be interviewed and
tell everyone that free electricity is not possible and not to go to the show. Of course at the
show we let technical people measure the input verses the output, but Mr. Know-it-all is not
there, because he knows he will have nothing to say when it is proven to do what we say it will
and he says it cannot. They did their job by merely discouraging attendance. The media gives
them a soapbox and they contribute their own credibility.
The media always wants to interview Dennis on tape so they can creatively edit it later.
That way they can make him say whatever they want. Dennis Lee will NOT do any interviews
with secular media that are not done live on the air. Good Morning America did an 8 minute
segment about the four hour show we did, and it will reveal to anyone what their goal was if you
watch the 8 minute critique and then watch the four hour show itself. What they thought was
important to cover tells the story. That experience will leave no doubt in anyone’s mind what the
media is up to. The tour had 20 shows remaining when the story ran with no attempt to have an
expert come to any of the remaining shows and actually test the devices on stage. They do a
“balanced” and fair story. That means they ask a Doctor of Physics who says (although he has
never even seen what we are claiming) that it is impossible and then, for balance, they interview
an uneducated man (as inarticulate as possible) who tells why he believes it will happen. The
Gladiators perfected this concept in early Rome.
Of course the BBB (Big Business Bureau) has gone to a lot of trouble to make people
believe they are honest so they got a chance to get their digs in. Most people do not know that
they are just a business protection racket. Rumor has it that they were started by the mob. If
you are a member, they help you make your customers satisfied by making the customer feel
good about any settlement offered by their member. They help the business who pays them and
just report the facts about the other ones who are not paying. If you are not a member you do
not have an advocate with your complaining customer. They supposedly just report the facts of
whether or not there are any complaints. But, in special cases they go way beyond their normal
procedure. We had never had a complaint anywhere, nation wide, yet the BBB did not pass

that information on and stop there. Sure, we had never had a complaint, BUT, did you know
the President of the company has gone to prison? He is claiming to be able to make free
electricity and experts tell us that is impossible. Many Attorney Generals are after this man. It
goes on and on... They even lie and tell people that it costs $275 to attend our (FREE) seminars
and all sorts of outright lies! People who merely inquire about our record are put down now as
COMPLAINTS. Their lies are outrageous. The sad part is that the people have often believed
them.
A listen to the two hour long interview between Dennis Lee and the reporter from
Forbes magazine prior to the recent hatchet job in that magazine would be very eye opening for
anyone who is willing to take the time to listen to it. Reporters start out with an agenda. If they
do not, their editor has one. In Los Angeles in 1990, Dennis Lee’s nationally famous lawyer
held a press conference on the court house steps of the Federal Building to announce our suit
against law enforcement in Ventura. He told Dennis, “They ALWAYS come to my press
conferences.” We had sworn testimony that law enforcement had threatened witnesses and all
sort of goodies for the press. Although all the papers, all TV News stations, and all radio news
were notified for all of the greater LA area, not one reporter showed up. One came by on
another story and told us she had asked to cover our story and was told by the editor they
forbid any reporter from coming.
The only media that Dennis Lee will even talk to is any Christian media and live talk
radio. He will also do secular TV, but ONLY LIVE! He insists that Christian media will answer
to a higher authority. If that media gets it wrong, Dennis Lee will not allow it to pass. If the
world hated Jesus (and Paul, Peter, and lots of Christians who are willing to follow Gods
direction) they will hate Dennis Lee. Secular media reports to its father, the Devil. BUT, we will
not allow the Christian publications or programs to act like the secular media. We will pursue
them to be responsible for reporting the truth whatever it takes. A Christian must be very careful
how he handles God’s anointed.
THE EXPERTS ALL AGREE...
The media always interviews an expert in physics who claims it is impossible for Dennis
Lee to make a “perpetual motion machine” as if he has ever said it was possible to do so. The
Amazing Randi (a man accused of pedophilia, and recently recognized by Christian publications
as an authority on me) offers a million dollar reward for anyone who can demonstrate a
perpetual motion machine. He says if I had one I would take him up on that offer. No one can
win that offer. It is like looking for a cup full of nothing, or a completely dark lit room. That’s a
pretty safe bet somewhat like offering a reward for anyone who can fill a whole empty coffee
cup pouring only a half of a cup of coffee into it. The Amazing Randi’s offer is a fraud! If Dennis
Lee made electricity at no operating cost it is because the energy source that MUST be there is
a free (no cost to operate) source of energy. It is not something for nothing... it’s power from a
source of energy that they have not figured out how to charge you for. A perpetual motion
machine is one that runs with no apparent energy source from nothing. Of course everyone

agrees that is not possible. Magnetics is an energy source that is free. Heat from the air
(ambient), if it can be converted through a low cost pressurization process to higher
temperatures is another source. A hydraulic engine that runs 90% efficient on low grade energy
from air even in sub zero conditions is another source of free energy. Nutrinos are electrical
particles that are everywhere, and can cause a flow of electricity without any mechanical device.
The ionosphere is filled with positively charged ions that are also a source of free energy (as is
static electricity.) Optical magnification of electric waves (or even scalar waves) is another
source of energy that could be free of cost. Of course solar and wind are free, but those are
sources that are greatly restricted (and, thus, are impractical), whereas the others mentioned are
readily available at all times. That is why you hear a lot about the impractical solar and wind
alternatives and nothing about the others.
Why is it that the most qualified critic of Dennis Lee (Doctor Parks, physicist from
Maryland University) refuses to publicly debate Dennis Lee? Dennis Lee offered the Maryland
University a lot of cash to host a debate. At first they thought they could arrange it, but Dr.
Parks was unwilling. Dennis told them he would give them the money whether Dr Parks won the
debate or not, just for showing up. Dr Parks is an expert who did not go on stage at any of 47
public shows to measure Dennis Lee’s claims even though Dennis Lee actually did one public
presentation on the campus of the college he works at to make it convenient for him to do so.
Dr. Parks is willing to be an expert for the media on the subject where he can misrepresent what
Dennis Lee is even saying, but knows full well he would not fare well in a debate. Mr. Eric
Krieg has no reputation to protect, so he enthusiastically pursues truth twisting as an art form.
He would capitalize on the emotion of the crowd, and insist that up is down. There is not even
any attempt at intellectual honesty there. Is there a conspiracy? Universities cater to their
benefactors just like politicians and media owners do. Do you know about the hold the
pharmaceutical companies have over the medical schools? If not, read “Cures They Do Not
Want You To Know About” by Kevin Trudeau and discover the truth about that conspiracy
involving the same big business concepts that we have encountered. Medical students get almost
no classes on nutrition and thousands of hours of Pharmacology.
In Ventura, Dennis Lee was held over for trial, because an expert witness was recruited
from the electric companies to testify that he tested technology the Sheriff took (wherever they
stored it) and it did not work. The world class experts who worked for Dennis were told by the
arresting officer that if they came forward they and their family would be killed, so there were
none willing to even remain subpoena able. Later, the government’s expert was proven to be a
liar when those threatened, and at risk of losing their lives and their families, had the courage to
come forward anyway. Eventually Dennis Lee proved he had the technology in a court of law
and all the criminal charges were dropped. Who has held any of those in law enforcement (or
their expert) responsible for that? Those are the guys who the media actually asks what
happened and believes them without checking into it. They are not going to admit that they
kidnapped Dennis Lee. It takes a search of the facts to discover the truth of that. They know
the public is not that interested. The reporters are paid to ferret out these things, but they work
for the other side. And, if they did there is the editor to get past.

Yet the truth is obvious. We went on a national tour with our permanent magnet motor
and let anyone test it on stage. A full page ad in USA TODAY on September 17th in 1999
challenged every scientist in this country to come and measure it themselves. Thousands of
people confirmed ONE electrical in and FIVE mechanical out! No one measured anything
different than that. Where did the other four units of energy come from? No, it was not
perpetual motion... it came from the magnets in the permanent magnet motor. But the scientists
do not know how to exploit magnets as an energy source. Right! They did not know how to
make an object that was heavier than air fly at the turn of the century either. Alexander Graham
Bell was arrested at first for selling telephones to gullible investors because “any fool knows
you cannot talk over a wire”... Because the scientists do not know how to exploit an energy
source does not mean it is impossible to exploit it! Dennis Lee does all sorts of things on stage
the scientists cannot do. You can see them with your own eyes (and even get some pretty good
explanations of what is happening) at any one of the showcases held in New Jersey every week.
The experts are seldom wrong about what has already been proven and accepted, but seldom
right about what has not yet been accepted.
LEE CLAIMS HE CAUSED CONGRESS TO DEREGULATE ELECTRICITY...
On March 5, 1996, it is a fact that he did do a show for the Congress of the United
States IN Washington D.C. at the train station (Union Station.)
IF THIS TECHNOLOGY IS TRUE, WHY IS DENNIS LEE STILL ALIVE ?
It was not like no one ever tried to kill Dennis Lee. They just finally gave up on it.
Dennis Lee has not had a good death threat since he left prison in California ten years ago. He is
far too visible now. When this whole thing began he had many attempts on his life. Hit men tried
to shoot him in his car on the highway and even came to his home in Seattle and took him out of
his house to kill him. Each time something miraculous happened, and God protected him (read a
few of the stories in the book “The Alternative”.) It was when they actually did kill a girl
working for him in shipping that this whole crusade for free electricity came about to put the
people from electric utilities in the Northwest, who Dennis believes were responsible, out of
business. This woman’s dead body was discovered by her seven year old daughter. That did it
for Dennis Lee, a very wealthy man at that time who gave up everything to stop the unfair
practices of big business in America, and the quest has continued to this day. Law enforcement
would not even arrest the industrial spy we could prove was responsible for that act of
inhumanity. We have had a lot of spies in our history. It is impossible to understand why it is so
hard for anyone to believe that big businesses who stand to lose trillions of dollars would pay
spies, officials, judges, media, and guys like Eric Krieg and others to muddy the waters and stop
the support of the public. Their goal is just to make it difficult enough for people to discover the
truth that they do not even try to. They do not need to convince you, just neutralize you so we
do not get your support. If we cannot rally the public, we have no choice but to go through the
system’s gauntlet they have prepared for people who want to change things. We are convinced

that it is impossible to go through the system and make a change the big boys do not want. They
control the politicians, the courts, the media, and the universities. A movement spurred by Grass
roots awareness is the ONLY thing none of them can stop.
In prison, there were two more attempts to kill Dennis Lee. The biggest one was
impossible for him to have survived. That story is in “The Alternative” book that Dennis Lee
actually wrote in prison. This project, however, is not dependent on Dennis Lee. A man is a fool
if he does not make himself dispensable. There are many other people in this project who
collectively know everything. There is no one they can kill to stop this. In spite of the odds, the
beat goes on. What con man operates a twenty year long con. Cons are usually in and out.
What con man has millions of dollars go through his hands and stays long enough to end up
broke? What con man has no boat, no plane, no beautiful home, no nice car, or lavish life style?
Look at what has transpired and see it for what it is. Dennis Lee is a very stubborn man of God
who will not relent until this changes. Rather than being a defeatist who thinks there is no way to
change this why not support the one who has risked everything and dedicated his very talented
life, enduring ridicule, prison, slander, attempts on his life, broken bones, and the loss of any
family life to change this for the American people.
WHY HAS DENNIS LEE MISSED SO MANY DEADLINES FOR THIS EVENT?
At the end of 1996, Dennis Lee announced that he was going to “Go For It”. The idea
was that he was going to get the technology ready and the UCSA dealers were going to recruit
the witnesses for public demonstrations. Giving no firm date except that as soon as those two
things happened it would happen. Dennis Lee’s part was to prepare the technology. In 1988,
the Hydraulic Engine ran 24 hours without stopping from heat it took from the air during a snow
storm. A dozen witnesses and a notary public confirm that event. The inventor and Dennis had a
50/50 deal, and the inventor went to Texas and never came back. He deadlocked Dennis and
that was it for that technology. So, by 1999, BWT research group had prepared the
Hummingbird Motor, and took it on tour to prove we could solve any Y2K problem that might
occur. It was proven to be 1 electrical in and 5 mechanical out. That should have been in every
newspaper and on the cover of every magazine in America. The dealers had all they needed to
get the witnesses so we could bring the technology out. The media, critics, and AGs did all they
could to muddy the waters and confuse the people. The Y2K didn’t happen or we would have
been unstoppable, because we had the answer to any power outages. Somehow the opposition
was able to keep the people from just agreeing to be witnesses. What we needed was the
witnesses. The technology, Dennis Lee’s part, was done for the second time (actually the third
time if you count the technology proven in court in Ventura in 1989.) In 2001, Dennis Lee took
the Sundance Generator on tour with a full page challenge in Newsweek Magazine for the
scientific community to come out and measure it. That tour was gathering momentum when the
Twin Tours were collapsed. The momentum fizzled. During this entire time, contrary to the
lies told by critics, Dennis Lee NEVER one single time said he was ready or
announced any date for the demonstrations. Critics make it sound like he missed a deadline
every year. The only thing he had ever said was that as soon as we get the witnesses, we will

bring it forth. Of course, who would have thought it would be so hard to get the people to come
forth to save themselves? It was a shock to Dennis that it has not happened yet. Dennis proved
himself technically capable in 1999. There is one reason why he has not had the demonstration
since that time, and it has nothing to do with Dennis Lee. People have been unwilling to sign up
to set themselves and their country free of this fossil fuel insanity! In 2002, a friend of the project
used connections to get a commitment from the major labor unions in the USA to sign up all the
rest of the witnesses we needed. Dennis Lee AT THAT ONE TIME announced that we
would do the demonstrations before the end of 2003. Dennis was himself tired of waiting.
Seeing the possibility of the witnesses, who were to come forth on September on Labor Day,
Dennis, basically, gave an ultimatum to God. It will happen this time or I’m out of here! The
labor unions pulled out with no explanation (possibly a call from the White House.) That was
embarrassing, but that was THE ONLY TIME DENNIS LEE EVER MISSED A
DEADLINE! He very publicly repented of it right afterward and promised he would NEVER
give another date for the demonstrations. It was, and still is, to be held WHEN THE
WITNESSES ARE ALL SIGNED UP AND NOT ONE MINUTE BEFORE THEN! We are
convinced that without the witnesses it is impossible to confront this system and win no matter
what technology you have.
Everyone is an expert. Why not just go to another country, or sneak up on them and
surprise the big boys. Let me tell you something whether you understand it or not. There is one
big unified world. If the big boys do not want something, no country is going to stand against
them. The King there will just make it big selling you down the river. You do not sneak up on
the most powerful group of people (the energy Czars) who have ever lived. It is ONLY by the
power of God and massive grass roots public awareness in this well armed Republic that this
dramatic change can be made. There is ONE way this will happen. The people MUST be
willing to agree to witness the event and be part of 100 football stadiums filled with eye
witnesses to an event that will happen nationwide in every state on the same day and at the
same hour that the media will be forced to cover, and the politicians will not want to appear to
be against. The critics know this is unstoppable, as do the AGs, as does the media and the
BBB, and the universities, and judges. Otherwise, why do they struggle so hard to stop us from
getting the witnesses we need? There is an easy way to find out if we are real or not. Dennis
told the reporter from Forbes, just get us the witnesses and then Dennis has to either put up or
shut up WE ARE NOT WAITING FOR DENNIS, WE ARE WAITING FOR THE
PEOPLE!
Dennis is just the guy we blame for it taking so long while the entire system is
stomping on him and doing all that is within their means to keep us from getting the witnesses...
Another cross for Dennis to bear.
WHY DOES DENNIS LEE NOT JUST GO AWAY AND LEAVE US ALONE?
Think about it. One thing all critics agree with... this is a talented man. He could make a
living a whole lot easier and have a lot happier life style. He believes that if this is going to stop
and America is going to survive this big business era, someone is going to have to stand up to
this. Everyone is a part of this. Yet no one wants to see their part in it. The AG, the cop, the

judge, the reporter, the businessman involved in the industry, and even the man on the street.
Collectively YOU are the problem. This is really not as much about “Bad Guys” being
deceptive and orchestrating a deliberate conspiracy as it is about people being willing to take
the bribe or turn the other way when they know what they are doing is wrong. They are just
doing what they have to do to make their little part of the universe work and never realize the
effect it is having on everyone’s universe. Of course the bad guys count on this phenomenon.
They are using ordinary people to undo themselves. This has all gotten out of hand by each
individual not accepting responsibility for their part in it. No one could do to this country what
has been done without the cooperation of the people on what, to them, seems like insignificant
little breaches of duty. People wrongly think their little indiscretion will not mean much to the big
picture... but it “IS” the big picture. It is a series of pixels that comprises the whole picture.
Now, for the first time, there is a way to reverse this problem. The problem starts with the
individual, and it can be solved by the individual. People can add their pixel to the picture of 1.6
million Americans sitting in bleachers and forcing the public officials, the media, and the entire
government system and big business to open America back up to free enterprise. There is
something that you can do to make a difference. In fact, if you do not, this opportunity to
change things back cannot happen. One thing is sure, and that is that Dennis Lee has not been
willing to turn a blind eye on his sacred duty as an American and as a Christian even though the
whole world has tried to make him do that. But, the big question is, “What are you going to
do?”

